Toyota 4runner trailer wiring

Discussion in ' Towing ' started by jbrandt , May 22, Log in or Sign up. Toyota 4Runner Forum
[4Runners. Welcome to 4Runners. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you
need to register for a FREE account. Trailer wiring, is it just me? Post Reply. Is it just me, or is
the location of the trailer wiring on the 4Runner a dumb place? It's nearly all the way out on the
left side, several inches in front of the bumper. So now, my trailer wire that was plenty long for
my tacoma with a hidden hitch needs to be a mile long a full foot longer than before ; long
enough that it would likely drag on the ground or close to it when making a sharp left turn, and
would be stretched fairly tight around a right turn. Seems like the engineer who designed that
placement has never actually towed a trailer before. Anyone tried relocating the wiring plug
closer to the hitch? Now I need to rewire this thing before my camping trip this weekend.
AZ4walker , May 22, I've seen those, but I still consider those a bandaid fix for a problem that
shouldn't really exist. I just think the wiring should be closer to the ball. Also would be nice if I
didn't have to crawl under the bumper to hook it up. Not a problem on mine. All my vehicles
have the plug WAaaaaay out of harms way, which is a necessity for working off road. This is
what my Taco has: Never worried about the plug getting hung up on anything, since it's
integrated into the hitch and protected fairly well. IMO, the plug on my 4Runner is way more
vulnerable. This is just one of those "mildly annoying" things. Of course I have to rewire my
trailer and futz with the truck wiring, I couldn't just plug the thing in, right? I looked at the stock
wiring, and it looks like I'll be able to relocate the plug without too much hassle, so I might as
well do it "right" in my view, anyway, lol and just get a longer trailer wire and relocate the plug
bracket. I had to buy an 7 pin extender for my Aliner camper. Never had a problem with my
Taco, but it wouldn't reach the 4Runner with enough slack for turns, etc. Bob likes this. Much
less prone to getting torn off offroad. I've never encountered short leads on any of my trailers,
in fact I usually have to loop the extra wire around the tongue or jack to keep it from dragging.
Relentless , Aug 1, SlvrSlug likes this. I went on line to trailers. Did have to pop the wiring clips
from the frame to gain enough length to move the connector to a more manageable position. No
more lying on the ground to connect my boat wiring! I don't off-road so the placement works for
me! Screen Shot at 2. Thank You for taking the time to post this with pics. It's on my bucket list
along with those Air Bags mentioned in a previous post under Towing. You guys are great!!
Joined: Aug 24, Member: Messages: Gender: Male First Name: George TEXAS Vehicle: 16 Trail
Premium ICON custom stage 6 3"; 33's; gobi rack; SSO bumper; SSO high clearance; Rigid
lights; 10k X2o winch; AFe intake; brola cat back; tint; aftermarket sound; opor sliders; pedal
commander, viper smart start mobile tracker, Canvasback Liner; Rago rear window molles;
victory 4x4 center console molle; cbi front skid steel; cbi aluminum tran skid; rci fuel aluminum
skid; rci dif skid; rago rear shock skids; rci lower link skids; tenton workshop shift knob; yoga
shop grenade trans knob;alpha rex headlights; USR blacked out tails; USR turns to turns;
blacked out sequential mirror turn. I'm planning on doing the same thing to my 4Runner, and
was wondering if you had any pics from underneath the truck? Aslo, to remove the wiring clips,
did you just use a flat nosed screwdriver? Looks like you used the same bolt holes of the
original bracket, correct? Any help is appreciated. Show Ignored Content. All Categories.
Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Remember Me? Site Navigation. I have an 02 4 Runner
Sport Edition. I purchased it used and it has what appears to be a factory tow hitch. I have a
small bass fishing boat at my home in the Pocono Mts and I will be wanting to tow it around to
different lakes this summer. I don't see a trailer wiring harness. Where should I look to see if my
4Runner came factory with a trailer wiring harness? If it didn't come with one what's involved in
hooking one up? I seem to remember that there are companies out there that sell a plug and go
harness. Member's Picture Albums. I could be wrong but I'd think the OEM trailer wiring harness
would be attached somewhere right next to the hitch receiver; that's where mine was Toyota
4Runner SR5 Highlander. As far as installing one if it didn't have one, you'll need to remove the
side paneling in the back of the 4Runner, as well as the carpeting and such; the OEM location
for the trailer wiring converter is on the driver's side behind the plastic panel in the back. If you
end up having to install your own, it's a bit time-consuming but not that hard. However, be
aware that if you have a kit and it does NOT work, you may want to buy a kit like the one below,
as I did, because the OEM trailer wiring converter is a hell of a lot more expensive than it should
be. Retired: 4Runner SR5 Highlander 4x4. Last edited by Kung; at PM. I have an oem wiring
harness if you need it pm me your addy and when I find it I will drop it in the mail in the next few
days. It's a white square type connector with 4 female holes. Does that sound right? That is the
right location area. It sould have a plug in box for your pig tail, if not and it sounds like you have
the plug in adapter to put one on. If you can't find a setup to plug into it on 4 pin, you could get
a factory 7 pin if your vehicle is applable and get a plug in that goes to the 7 pin to 4 pin. After
looking on mine, there is a 4 pin plugin and a 2nd- 3 pin plug in. Your vehicle might only be

setup on a 4 wire system. You might go to a wrecking yard, junk yard and find a year like yours
with the ,4 pin only setup. It is always easier to plug something in to factory plugs than tap into
the wireing harness. Wasatch Rebel. I'm re-dredging up an old thread, but, I have a 4runner and
I need to put a four pin connector for a trailer on it. The vehicle used to have a connector, but it
wasn't functioning when I bought the vehicle and I got tired of it dangling so I snipped the wires
a few years ago. Now I need to use those wires again to get my trailer lights working. There are
four wires that I can see: brown, white, green and yellow. Can anyone tell me if this sounds like
a standard setup for a wiring harness? Using one of those testers that have an alligator clip you
hook to ground, and a pointed tip on the other end that lights up when there is current, I have
found that the brown wire is the tail lights, and the green and yellow wires both light up when
the brakes are pressed. But I cannot find any kind of flashing from the tester when the blinkers
are turned on--no wires seem to be lighting up the tester for the blinkers. My thought was that if
the old hook up was correct, I would just need to figure out the wiring and reattach a
connector--but is something wrong if I can't find anything blinking? And if so, any ideas exactly
what I need to do? Find More Posts by Wasatch Rebel. Those are the standard colors for a four
way trailer wiring harness. Green is your right blinker, yellow is left, and brown goes to both
sides. White is neutral. Try sticking your tester between the green or yellow wire and the white
wire and look for turn signal voltage again. The future lies that way to me, and the earth seems
more unexhausted and richer on that side. The Grey Bastard , 4Runner, driveway ornament.
Find More Posts by KidVermicious. Originally Posted by KidVermicious. I can't find the wiring
or plug for trailer lights Did the 97 3rd gen come with this or do I have to install one? I have the
factory hitch on there, so one would think they put a plug in for lights as well Super-G Nice
truck, I have the exact same one. I am looking to install a trailer wiring kit in mine, thanks to
everyone for the useful info! Any advice on how to calculate how much weight I can tow with
how much weight in-cabin? My 4Runner is my primary tow vehicle. I tow a 17' sportboat which
weighs lbs. The rated max. This truck tows ok, but if you're towing loads over lbs, I'm sorry to
say, its under-powered. I just have to be patient and I'm consigned to the fact it just takes longer
to get to and from the lake. As I understand it, you never tow more than GVW, as your vehicle
can be unstable towing. So with the 4Runner, I wouldn't tow over lbs. As far as loading, if you're
towing lbs, you could comfortably haul lbs in the truck. If you're only hauling lbs or less, you'll
be good. You could carry 4 guys and still haul a fair bit of gear maybe lbs, as long as the load is
distributed. Pretty much bone stock Sorry to bring up an old thread, but I'm not able to start my
own yet. My '97 4Runner has the trailer wiring harness wrapped around the hitch, and the
connector just dangles. I am trying to figure out how it should be attached to the hitch itself. I
saw a twin of my 4Runner today, and here is how their connector was mounted: Does anyone
know if this is the OEM mount, or just some generic mount that someone added? And if it's
OEM, what would the part number be I can't seem to find it anywhere? I picked up an OEM
receiver with trailer wiring from a junk yard today. They removed it, so I wasn't able to see
where the wiring was routed or where the taillight converter should sit. I was able to figure out
the harness connecting the left and right lights, just don't know which side the harness exits the
cabin or where the ground cable and converter should mount. Any pictures would be much
appreciated. Originally Posted by Harleydoc. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All
times are GMT The time now is AM. All company, product, or service names references in this
web site are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective
owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Page 1 of 2. Thread
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ic Profile. Find More Posts by Super-G. Kung Member. Find More Posts by Kung. Harleydoc
Member. Find More Posts by Harleydoc. Find More Posts by having fun. Wasatch Rebel
Member. Visit Wasatch Rebel's homepage! KidVermicious Elite Member. Visit KidVermicious's
homepage! Quote: Originally Posted by KidVermicious Those are the standard colors for a four
way trailer wiring harness. Tmiron Junior Member. Find More Posts by Tmiron. Find More Posts
by rmckee Find More Posts by poleclimber Find More Posts by 4Runner4Leon. Find More Posts
by hagnecco. AntonioCm Member. Question Quote: Originally Posted by Harleydoc I have an
oem wiring harness if you need it pm me your addy and when I find it I will drop it in the mail in
the next few days. Find More Posts by AntonioCm Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Trailer wiring
4 pin help- 3rd gen. Wiring for trailer. Help with trailer wiring. New Trailer Wiring, Need Help.
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